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Another satisfied Action client

“We’re very happy with the prompt initial contact with Action, 

the quality of the product and the erectors. We love our shed.”
Evan M.

61.6m x 24m x 7.5m during construction

Some of the Action team All steelwork is manufactured in our factory

1800 68 78 88

Action “The Big Shed People” are a third-generation 

family business that specialises in quality, heavy-duty 

‘big sheds’.

The shearing shed has long been an integral part of 

every Australian sheep farming operation, so it is 

important to get it built right and built to last.

With an Action shed you have the reassurance of 

quality and a guarantee of an asset that will stand 

the test of time. 

A new shearing shed needs careful planning in the 

design stage with every detail addressed to ensure it 

works for your operation and our shearing shed guide 

is the perfect starting point.

Our consultants and our preferred fit-out partner, 

ProWay Livestock Equipment, are more than happy to 

help you through each stage of your project.
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It is important to have a well designed shearing 

shed to ensure shearing is as efficient and as safe 

as possible.

We pay close attention to the running of your operation 

to make sure your shearing shed fits in and works 

efficiently and effectively with your yards and any 

existing buildings.

Our standard size spans start from 12 metres.

The best size for your shearing shed will depend on 

the size of your operation and the number of sheep 

moving through the shed at a time.

Contact us to discuss the size and configuration that 

will best suit you and your operation.

24m x 18m shearing shed, Wallaloo VIC

www.actionsteel.com.au

FAQ Will an Action shed be 

wind rated for my region?

4 stand saw-tooth design fit-out by ProWay in operation, Shelford VIC
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As every farmer knows, properly housing and 

protecting your livestock increases both productivity 

and profitability.

This is where our standard hot dipped galvanised 

columns and trusses prove their worth and provide 

the ultimate protection for both your shed and 

your livestock.

Hot-dip galvanising is the process of coating iron or 

steel with a layer of zinc. The metal is immersed 

into a bath of molten zinc at temperatures of 

445°C to 465°C.

All Action sheds are made from heavy UB (H- Iron) 

columns and open web trusses that are fully hot-dip 

galvanised after manufacture.

The two standard cladding profiles for your shed are 

corrugated iron ‘corri’ or Trimclad® (both options are 

100% Australian-made).

Traditional corri is often chosen to match in with 

existing buildings but the modern appearance of 

Trimclad® makes it the more popular option.

You also have the choice of either Zincalume® or 

Colorbond® cladding.

Zincalume® is more cost-effective than Colorbond®, 

but Colorbond® can help add more feature to your 

shed if your budget allows. 
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Another satisfied Action client

“The Action team were very easy to get along with 

and it was very easy doing business with them.”
Roger C.

1800 68 78 88

University of Ballarat shearing complex

Corrugated Profile Trimclad® Profile

FAQ Should I choose Trimclad® 

or Corri for my shed?

FAQ Should I choose Colorbond® 

or Zinc for my shed? 
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Things to Consider in the Design Stage

� Sky lighting in either the walls or roof can be

very beneficial. Artificial lighting such as hi-bays

are generally also necessary.

� Factor in the number of sheep you intend to hold

on grating and the number of stands you wish

to incorporate.

� When determining the wool room size, keep in mind

that it can make an excellent storage area/workshop

when you aren’t shearing!

� Minimising grating area can help reduce costs.

Putting a roof over your external yards with an

Action yard cover generally works out to be a much

more cost-effective option.

The Benefits of a Yard Cover

� Protects your livestock and maximises animal comfort.

� Prevents further costs and resources being needed

to remedy the impact of extreme weather conditions.

� Shearing is not held up by inclement weather.

� Shelter helps livestock cope with climatic

extremes, increasing productivity and improving

animal performance.
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www.actionsteel.com.au

DOWNLOAD our Action 

Yard Cover Guide  

FAQ What are the fire design 

requirements for a shearing shed?

This sawtooth design board by ProWay minimises 

shearers turning while dragging sheep and also 

provides better accessibility for the rouseabouts.
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Another satisfied Action client

“The Action team were polite, understood what I wanted 

and had good suggestions.”
Dennis C.

1800 68 78 88

View our latest projects gallery

Project: Shearing shed and yard cover complex.

Location: Hawkesdale VIC

Size: Dual Gable 36m x 24m x 4.2m

Configuration: Two 24m x 18m gables side-by-side

Fit out by ProWay: including a 4 stand curved board 

and capacity for up to 500 sheep on grating.

A yard cover attached allows for an undercover 

working area and additional livestock holding.

As “The Big Shed People” Action Steel knows how to deliver on state-of-the-art, fully functioning shearing 

sheds. We teamed up with renowned fit-out specialists, ProWay, for this project in Western Victoria.
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Do you supply or design the internal fit out?

No, but we work in with reputable livestock handling 

companies, ProWay being our preferred supplier, 

who will be able to design a system/stands to fit 

in with out sheds. We share drawings so that all 

measurements are correct and you can be assured 

of a seamless and efficient build.

Is sky lighting a good idea?

Sky lighting can be a good idea as it means you can 

work during the day with no or very little artificial 

light. Although skylights do tend to have a bad 

reputation, the product we use is the best of quality 

and will not go brittle. The product we use is opaque, 

meaning it doesn’t cast shadows on the ground below 

so livestock won’t baulk at the light. The effectiveness 

of sky lighting does depend on the orientation of your 

shed, and the time of the year that you shear.

What ventilation options work best?

There are two main ventilation options used on 

shearing sheds; wall vents and ridge vents. Wall vents 

are shutters which are installed on the walls of your 

shed which can be opened to increase airflow through 

your shed. Ridge vents allow the hot air to rise out 

through the ridge of the shed.

Leaving sections of cladding off below the grating on 

your shed can also assist with airflow and temperature 

control in the shed.

What restrictions or requirements should

I be aware of?

A building permit is required for almost every farm 

shed in Victoria, and the permit must be approved 

before any works commence on site. A planning permit 

will be required if there are certain overlays on the 

property or if the shed doesn’t meet particular 

setbacks. As a qualified Registered Builder, Action 

can look after the whole permit process for you.

You may also be required to include a toilet in the 

vicinity of the shearing shed.

How long does hot dip 

galvanising last for?

According to the American Galvanizers Association, 

in a rural environment, steel with an average of 

3.0 mil (0.003 inches) of zinc coating will not need 

maintenance for 100 years! In an industrial 

environment, they suggest over 70 years.
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Specialists in hay sheds, 

dairies, grain sheds, 

machinery sheds, 

shearing sheds, 

workshops & yard covers.

Find the answers 

to more FAQs here

This shearing shed complete with an 8-stand ProWay fit-out and extensive covered yards makes for a very efficient complex
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ASK US FOR A
QUICK QUOTE

46m x 30m shearing shed with undercover yards

4 stand straight board fit-out in an Action shearing shed

8 stand curved board fit-out in an Action shearing shed 

4 stand sawtooth fit-out in an Action shearing shed 

24m x 12m shearing shed with 12m skillion

Some common sizes and configurations

30m x 18m shearing shed 

All material © Action Steel Industries Pty Ltd

Phone 1800 68 78 88
sales@actionsteel.com.au
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� Spans from 12m to 60m

� Fully hot-dipped galvanised

columns and trusses

� More standard sizing

and options available

Our Preferred Fit-Out Supplier
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